SIDE BY SIDE

HUMAN DIVER

After a full day learning the ropes, Sid and Hari were
happy to wind their way through the curving, transparent
corridors and explore the station as they slowly made their
way to their own quarters. Sidney couldn’t stop staring at
the creatures making their way through the massive ropes
of seaweed floating outside the habitat. He came to a stop
when he spotted some distant lights in the water outside.

SEA STAR

“What do you think that is?” Hari asked.
“I don’t know,” Sid replied. “Some kind of school of
light-up fish?”
“I don’t think so,” Hari said. “The lights are moving
together too perfectly to be separate fish.
“Oh, man!” Sid exclaimed, “I know what it is. It’s the
ultimate Squidney—Ralph!”
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SQUID
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The Sea Star glided past the habitat several hundred
yards away. When it passed in front of Ralph, Hari whistled.
“That squid is absolutely huge! The Sea Star is the size of a
truck, and it looked like a speck next to Ralph. I can’t tell
how far away he is, but he has to be gigantic if he totally
dwarfs the sub.”
“Colossal, you mean,” Sid said. “I’m not going out there
without a shock prod or something.”
The squid’s bioluminescent spots flared briefly. Sidney
shivered in awe as the squid jetted back down to the depths,
but he couldn’t stop himself from yawning again. It had
been a long day.
The boys continued on to their quarters, but they
frozen when they heard a loud splash and then a heavy thud
behind them, as if something large had been dropped on
the deck. A blast of cold air shot through the corridor.
“What was that?” Sid said. They ran back along the
corridor to find the cause of the commotion. A large fish,
almost the size of Sid, was lying on the deck in a puddle of
water. It flopped halfheartedly, splashing the transparent
curved walls.

The fish’s head was covered with some kind of bony
armor that extended back along its neck. The rest of the
fish’s body was smooth like an eel’s. Spiky fins stuck out
below the gills. The tail was made up of an array of X-shaped
fins instead of the vertical tail fins that fish typically have.
“Hello?” Sid called down the passageway. “Is anyone
there? You dropped your fish!”
No one answered. Sid wasn’t yawning now. He could
feel the hairs on the back of his neck stand straight up.
Something intensely weird had just happened, and Sidney
felt his mental itch flaring.
“I think we’d better call your uncle,” Hari said.
Sid punched the button to activate a voicecom unit
in the hallway, alerting Mitch to the mysterious creature
flopping in the corridor.
Mitch and Dana appeared minutes later, carrying a
tarp for the fish. But instead of swinging into action, they
just stood and stared at the fish, stunned.
“We can’t figure out what it is,” Sid said tentatively. “I
mean, it’s definitely some kind of fish…I think.”

“What’s that?” Sid asked. “Did someone drop this here?
Who would do that?”

“I’m not sure what it is, either,” Dana said. “Why don’t
you give me a hand with it.”

“That’s the strangest fish I’ve ever seen,” Hari said,
kneeling down to study it more closely.

The marine biologist unfolded the tarp onto the floor
before picking up the fish together with Sidney. As they
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moved it onto the tarp, Sid could feel a strange slime coating
the fish’s body. It almost slipped out of his hands.

Penny met them there. “Is it true? You guys found this
thing just flopping around in a corridor?”

“Let’s get this thing over to Cylinder 2. We can put it
in the aquarium to keep it alive,” Mitch said urgently.

“Yeah, it’s true,” Sid said quietly. “It’s dead, though.
Dana’s going to check it out.”

They struggled through the narrow doorways with the
slippery creature, almost dropping it several times.

Hari whispered, “There’s something I can’t figure out:
How did the fish get into the corridor in the first place? No
one was there but us. We didn’t see any kind of leak. So
who put it there?”

“A little help over here, please?” Mitch called as they
raced through the halls. Some of the other Sci Hi students
came running, grabbed hold of the tarp, and wrestled it
into Cylinder 2. They crowded into a small elevator cage
and emerged on the top floor. The huge vertical aquarium
was open at the top, and they maneuvered the tarp even
with the lip of the tank, ready to tip it in.
Dana paused for a moment to check on the strange
fish. Her shoulders fell.
“It’s dead. Sorry, guys. I thought we’d be able
to get it into the tank in time.”
Unwilling to walk away, even so late at
night, everybody pitched in to help
bring the fish to the biology
lab, where it could
be dissected and
studied.

Moving over to the dissection table, Penny took out
her voxpod, opening a sheet of virtual paper so she could
draw in the air in front of her. The fingernail on her right
index finger lit up and she began rapidly sketching the basic
shape of the fish.
Meanwhile, Dana and one of the bio lab techs had
placed the fish on a steel table and moved a series of overhead
lights in close. “Scanner,” Dana commanded.
A jointed tool mounted on the ceiling slid over,
extending to meet Dana’s reach. She fit her arm into a cradle
mounted near the end of the tool, rotating the medscanner
into place. She switched on a tiny control, and the scanner
began building a three-dimensional image that floated
in the air just above the fish. First, the creature’s skeleton
appeared; then, major organs, blood vessels, muscles, and
skin were overlaid as the scanner completed more passes.
“Hmm. Seems pretty normal,” Dana mused.
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She saw Penny was so fascinated that her jaw had
dropped open and her eyes were as wide as a cat’s. “Penny,
why don’t you come around to this side? You’ll be able to
see better.”
Sid edged a bit closer, looking at the strange teeth
embedded in the fish’s armored bulldog jaws. “Uncle
Mitch...what is this thing?”
Mitch studied the scans, gesturing to uncover the
skeleton floating in the image window. He looked at Sid
and shook his head. “No idea.”
Dana sighed, looking over at Sid seriously. “I’ll tell
you, Sid, in all my years of marine study, I’ve never seen a
fish like this one. Colin? How about you? Any idea what
this thing is?”
Colin, a thin, serious-looking man with wispy reddish
hair, shook his head. “It doesn’t make any sense to me. If
anything like this were alive at this depth, we would have
seen it by now.”
“What about the coelacanth?” Penny interjected.
“Everyone thought that fish had been extinct for millions
of years until living specimens were found recently. Could
this be something like that?”
“It’s possible that it’s some kind of ‘living fossil’ that’s
never been spotted until now,” Dana agreed. “There are a
few adaptations that indicate something like that. Look at
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this armored head and these teeth. Well, they’re not really
teeth. They’re slabs of bone that have shearing edges on
them, almost like the blades on a pair of scissors. Modern
fish just don’t have those adaptations, but a family of ancient
fish called arthrodires did. They died out more than 350
million years ago, but it’s possible a modern species could
evolve the same armored head and neck.
“But look at this tail. I think this X-shaped fin
arrangement is unique. I’m not aware of a fish anywhere on
Earth that has that adaptation.
“Colin,” Dana continued, “I’m going to cut some
samples from this specimen. Can you do a genetic scan for
me? I want to at least verify some basic information about
its DNA. Maybe something interesting will turn up.”
“Dana, I have an idea,” Penny said. She removed the
little capsule containing her nanobots. “We could use a few
hundred of these to do a basic cellular analysis of its structure.”
“Excellent, Penny,” Dana said, grinning. “Let’s try it.”

DUNKLEOSTEUS
AN ANCIENT
ARTHRODIRE

Penny used her voxpod to direct some of the tiny
bots onto the bizarre fish, where they proceeded to march
around, taking microscopic samples of the fish’s tissue.
Sid and Penny went back to helping Dana with her
dissection work. Sid was shooting images with his voxpod
while Penny sketched madly, making notes on color and
structure as Dana pointed them out.
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Dana said, “Sid, can you do something for me? Send
your video and Penny’s sketches off to Dr. Macron at
Sci Hi. I’d like to get her input on what this creature is. The
Sci Hi Biology Department might have some experience
with something like it.”
Hari was using his voxpod to view video from the
camera mounted in the corridor where the fish had
appeared. He noticed something unusual. “Psst, Sid,” he
whispered. “Look at this.”
“What’d you find?” Sid said in a low voice. Hari was
noticeably shaken.
Hari opened a small image window in midair. The
footage revealed the passageway. It appeared normal. Sid
wasn’t sure what he was looking for. But then, Hari pulled
back, revealing more of the hallway. He pointed out a
structure near the top of the image. There was a strange
silver bubble embedded in the ceiling of the passageway,
just above where they had found the mysterious fish. The
bubble was perfectly shiny, reflecting the long hallway in its
curved surface.
Noticing Sidney and Hari huddled together, Penny
asked, “What are you looking at?” Mitch came over to
study the video, too. Together, they tried to make sense of
the bubble that had appeared in the ceiling.
“I’m not sure what that is, but I think it would be
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a good idea to clear the corridor just in case the acrylic
tubing has been weakened,” Mitch said firmly. He called
an engineer in Cylinder 2 on his voxpod.
“I agree,” the engineer’s voice responded. “I’ ll seal that
passageway off to be safe.”
While Mitch completed his call, Colin motioned to
Dana. “Dana...I’m getting genetic information relayed to
me from Penny’s bots. You’d better take a look at this,”
Colin said. Sid could hear the edge in his voice.
Dana looked up from the 3-D projection of the
fish’s anatomy to lean over Colin’s shoulder. Sid watched
multicolored graphics stream across the image window.
When the graphics stopped, Colin raised a hand to
point to one area. “Look at this. I don’t understand how it’s
possible.” Dana studied it for a minute. “If this is accurate,”
Colin continued, “this fish must have been living in some
area of the ocean we haven’t discovered yet. Its salt-tolerance
levels are off the charts.”
“Yeah, that’s just crazy,” Dana murmured. She
straightened up. “I think we better get everyone together to
talk about what we should do next.”
Sid’s concern was ratcheting up by the minute. He
could see that Hari and Penny felt the same way. Even
Mitch was visibly unsettled. No one understood what the
appearance of the strange fish meant, and while no one was
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willing to speculate out loud, everyone knew its appearance
could be a blow to all the critical work being done on
WAVElab.
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